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Abstract—This letter presents an efficient algorithm for focus
measure computation, in constant time, to estimate depth map using image sequences acquired at varying focus. Two major factors
that complicate focus measure computation include neighborhood
support and gradient detection for oriented intensity variations.
We present a distinct focus measure based on steerable filters
that is invariant to neighborhood size and accomplishes fast
depth map estimation at a considerably faster speed compared
to other well-documented methods. Steerable filters represent
architecture to synthesize filters of arbitrary orientation using a
linear combination of basis filters. Such synthesis is helpful to
analytically determine the filter output as a function of orientation. Steerable filters remove inherent limitations of traditional
gradient detection techniques which perform inadequately for
oriented intensity variations and low textured regions.
Index Terms—Depth map, focus measure, integral image,
shape from focus, steerable filters.

I. Introduction
In general, shape from focus (SFF) based techniques utilize
a sequence of images to reconstruct a well-focused image and
the shape, also termed as depth map, of an object. Each reconstruction yields a single matrix, one for each of well-focused
image and depth map, similar to the size of an input frame.
Please note that a well-focused image embodies a pool of the
best focused pixels extracted from different frames of an input
sequence, whereas, a depth map represents the relative distance
between a camera lens and the focused point of an object.
SFF based techniques are mainly divided into two categories, i.e., transform and non-transform based SFF. Transform based SFF includes application of fourier domain [1],
discrete cosine [2], wavelet and curvelet transform [3]–[6] to
extract focused points from different images to construct a
composite image and estimate depth map of a scene. Malik
and Choi [7] proposed an optical focus measure (FMO ) that
uses optical transfer function in Fourier domain for depth map
estimation and 3-D shape recovery in the presence of noise.
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The non-transform based SFF is subdivided into three
categories: 1) gradient; 2) statistical; and 3) approximation
based techniques. In pioneering work, Tenenbaum proposed
a Sobel operator based Tenengrad focus measure [8], (FMT ),
that exploits relationship between well focused image points
and their information content. Nayyar and Nakagawa [9]
proposed gradient based approach, sum-of-modified-Laplacian
(FMSML ), which was later improved using polynomial approximation, i.e., focused image surface in [10] to accurately follow
the true structure of the object. In curvature focus measure
(FMC ) [11] gray level values are treated as 3-D surface termed
as curvature map, whereas M2 focus measure (FMM2 ) is
based on energy of image gradient. Recently, Ahmed and choi
proposed a technique to extract a focused point using 3-D
summation based on FMSML [12].
The subclass of non-transform based SFF that utilizes
statistical approach consists of focus measures like gray level
variance (FMGLV ) [10], mean focus measure (FMMean ) [11]
and entropy based fusion. The last subcategory, approximation based SFF comprises focus measure computation using
neural networks [13], [14], neuro-fuzzy systems [15], dynamic
programming [16], polynomial approximation [10], and regression [17]. Approximation based techniques use anyone
of the conventional aforementioned focus measures for preprocessing, whereas, computational complexity, comprehensive rule base, and training data restrict their application to
limited domains.
In this letter, a new focus computation scheme is proposed
to search the frame number for the best focused object points.
For proper orientation, steerable filters respond with large
amplitude to high frequency intensity variations in an image.
However, the steerable filters response to similar image region
might be low for poorly selected orientation. Therefore, high
amplitude response information of steerable filters, for an
arbitrary orientation, is exploited to extract focused image
points from different frames in order to construct a single
well-focused image. Such an image contains all points of
interest on a focus plane unlike conventional image acquisition
scheme.
This letter is organized into five sections. Section II presents
steering theory followed by our proposed algorithm in Section
III. Section IV discusses experiments and results followed by
concluding remarks in the last section.
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Fig. 1.
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System block diagram of our proposed method.

Fig. 2. Image integral to (a) calculate rectangular area (shaded), (b) compute
sum of pixels within sub-window 4.

II. Steerable Filters
The term steerable filters represent a class of filters which
are synthesized as a linear combination of a set of basis filters.
One often needs to apply the same filter rotated at different
angles for various image processing applications. Using a
correct filter set and an interpolation rule, it is possible to
determine the response of a filter for an arbitrary orientation
without explicitly applying that filter [18]. Consider a 2-D
circularly symmetric Gaussian function G written in Cartesian
coordinates x and y
G(x, y) = e−(x

2

2

+y )

(1)

where scaling and normalization constants are set to 1 for
convenience. Let us write the nth derivative of a Gaussian in
the x direction as Gn. Let (.)θ represent the rotation operator
such that for any function f (x, y), f θ (x, y) is f (x, y) rotated
through an angle θ about the origin. It is straightforward that
a filter G1 at any arbitrary orientation θ can be synthesized
0
0
using a linear combination of G01 and G90
1
Gθ1
0

=

0
cos(θ)G01

+

0
sin(θ)G90
1

(2)

0

where G01 and G90
are termed as basis filters since they
1
span the set of Gθ1 filters. The cos(θ) and sin(θ) terms are the
corresponding interpolation functions for the basis filters. The
ability to interpolate such derivatives offers further freedom
to attain translational and rotational invariant detection of
image gradients.
III. Proposed Method
We introduce two new focus measures based on steerable
filters, i.e., FMS and 3-D-FMS exploiting 2-D and 3-D neighborhood support, respectively. Reliable extraction of focused
image points is heavily dependent upon orthogonality constraint between orientation of the feature and gradient detector.

Our proposed method uses steerable filters for depth map estimation using a sequence of images acquired at varying focus
plane. The basis functions for steerable filters are directional
derivatives which come into different sizes and orientations.
As shown in Fig. 1, the implementation of our proposed
method requires a sequence of α pre-registered images of
equal size (i.e., Row × Col) acquired at varying focus settings.
Predefined sizes of basis filters along with β desired orientations are also input to our algorithm. To determine gradient
information of an image, our steerability spans over first half of
the cartesian coordinates, whereas analogous response prevents
the use of additional orientations from remaining quadrants.
For accurate depth map calculation, β amplitude responses for
each pixel are MAX-pooled which leads to a matrix of size
Row × Col corresponding to the highest gradient information
at one of the desired orientations.
A. Integral Space for Focus Measure Computation in Constant
Time
The concept of integral space (image/volume) [20] can be
used for focus measure computation which can considerably
decrease the computational burden for SFF schemes in spatial
domain. The integral image at location row, col contains the
sum of pixels above and to the left of row, col inclusive [shown
as shaded area in Fig. 2(a)]
ii(row, col) =

row 
col


IO (row , col )

(3)

row =1 col =1

where ii(, ) is the integral image and IO (, ) is the original
image. For fast computation of ii(, ) the following pair of
recurrences are used:
cs(row, col) = cs(row, col − 1) + IO (row, col)

(4)

ii(row, col) = ii(row − 1, col) + cs(row, col)

(5)

where cs(row, col) = 0 ∀ col ∈ Z− and ii(row, col) =
0 ∀ row ∈ Z− . The cumulative row sum cs(row, col) and the
integral image can be computed in one pass over the original
image. Using the integral image, any rectangular sum can be
computed with four array references. In Fig. 2(b), the sum of
the pixels within rectangle 4 can be computed using four array
references as follows:
Sum = D + A − (B + C).

(6)
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed images using our proposed method. (a) Simulated cone. (b) Real cone. (c) Slanted plane. (d) Coin. (e) LCD/TFT color filter. (f) Chess
data set.

Fig. 6. Analysis of computational efficiency for focus measure computation
using integral space.

Fig. 4.

Depth maps of the simulated cone.

in focus measure computation is applied on MAX-pooled
response of steerable filters for individual images of an input
sequence. The focus measure FMS using a small neighborhood
χ of size N × N around the location (row, col) is computed as

i
FMS (row, col, i) =
IMP
(row , col , i)
(7)
row ,col ∈χ
i
where IMP
(.) represents MAX-pooled amplitude response of
ith image. Similarly, 3-D-FMS utilizes 3-D neighborhood
i
support from stack of IMP
(.) where 1 ≤ i ≤ α

i
3-D-FMS (row, col, i) =
IMP
(row , col , i ).
(8)
row ,col ,i ∈χ

The output of both focus measures is the volumetric data
equal to the size of input sequence, i.e., Row × Col × α.
Finally, reconstructions of the well-focused image, IFI , and a
depth map, IDM , are carried out by selecting pixel locations
generating highest focus measure amongst all frames
IFI (row, col) =
Fig. 5.

Depth maps of the real cone.

The concept of integral image can also be extended to higher
dimensional space, termed integral volume [21], for focus
measure computation using volumetric neighborhood information around a center pixel.
B. Reconstruction of Depth Map and Focused Image
For our proposed scheme, neighborhood information is
integrated in constant time using integral space. Please be
reminded that the neighborhood summation (2-D and 3-D)

max

FMS (row,col,i)

IO (row, col, i)

(9)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ α and IO (row, col, i) represent frame
numbers and intensity values extracted from input sequence,
respectively. The well-focused image is constructed using
extracted pixels corresponding to the highest focus measure
computed in constant time utilizing integral space. The depth
map is computed as
IDM (row, col) =

max

FMS (row,col,i)

i.

(10)

Finally, to remove noise from data, non-linear median
filtering is applied. Fig. 1 presents system block diagram
of our proposed scheme. It should be noted that the
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Fig. 7.
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Computational analysis of various methods for varying neighborhood support. (a) Real cone. (b) Real cone. (c) Slanted plane. (d) Slanted plane.

reconstruction criterion is similar to (9) and (10) for focus
measure 3-D-FMS utilizing 3-D neighborhood support.
IV. Experiments
A. Fundamental Details
The proposed method is tested on comprehensive data
sets of real and simulated objects and its performance is
compared against well documented SFF methods in literature.
Distinctive focus measures compared in our experiments
include: 1) sum-of-modified-Laplacian operator (FMSML );
2) Tenengrad operator (FMT ); 3) curvature focus measure
(FMC ); 4) gray level variance focus measure (FMGLV ); 5) M2
focus measure (FMM2 ); 6) 3-D sum-of-modified-Laplacian
focus measure (3-D-FMSML ); and 7) 3-D Tenengrade focus
measure (3-D-FMT ). Malik and Choi [22] proved through
evidence based arguments that upper bound for optimized
window size is 5 × 5 to avoid blur and achieve improved
localization. For a fair analysis, we also chose a uniform
window size, i.e., 5 × 5 since image sequences used in our
experiments and [22] are similar, for localized search and
summation to compute various focus measures. Furthermore,
all image sets utilized for experiments have 256 gray level
values and we assume that the images of an incoming sequence
are already registered. We selected six data sets (simulated
cone, real cone, slanted plane, coin, LCD/TFT, and chess)
with varying texture properties to rigorously test stability and
robustness of our proposed method. Further details about data
sets are available in [6] and [17].
B. Performance Analysis
In general, SFF techniques are used to generate well-focused
images and depth maps using a sequence of images. Fig. 3

shows composite (well-focused) images reconstructed using
our proposed focus measure FMS on six different data sets.
We used 2-D neighborhood information to reconstruct images
shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that all pixel locations in
composite images are sharp and crisp without blurring due
to focusing and depth issues of a scene. Such images are
generated by selecting pixels that convey highest response to
FMS amongst all frames.
The objective of depth map estimation is to determine
depth of every point on an object from the camera lens. For
simulated and real cone data sets, Figs. 4 and 5 plot depth
maps generated using various schemes. For simulated cone
sequence, it is quite obvious from the plots that some of
the traditional SFF methods construct depth map with large
fluctuations and spikes, which demonstrate their inconsistent
and unreliable behavior. Depth maps obtained using the proposed operators, i.e., FMS and 3-D-FMS , are smooth with a
sharp and prominent tip. Depth maps obtained from FMSML
and FMT focus measures along with their 3-D variants are
very close to the depth map obtained using FMS as well.
Fig. 5 shows the depth maps of a real cone obtained utilizing
various focus measures. The depth maps obtained using FMS
and 3-D-FMS focus measures are significantly smooth in the
vertical direction and closely follow the real cone structure.
The depth maps computed using traditional SFF methods have
spikes which are not present on a real cone object and thus
the actual structure is not reliably tracked. Traditional SFF
methods exhibit poor performance for depth map estimation
of a real cone object due to superfluous shadows and bad
illumination conditions.
1) Computational Efficiency: For neighborhood window
size of ρ using the concept of integral space, we get a
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minimum of [ρ2 − 1]/5 and [ρ3 − 1]/10 folds saving in focus
measure computation of 2-D and 3-D data, respectively. The
saving ratio is obtained as a fraction between computational
loads of a focus measure using conventional and integral space
methods. Intuitively, higher saving ratio values show improved
efficiency and lower computational cost and vice versa. Fig. 6
shows analysis of computational saving for focus measure,
FMSML , computation using integral space instead of conventional summation to integrate neighborhood support. Please
note that we use two vertical axes in Fig. 6 (left and right) with
varying range of values and incremental steps corresponding
to saving ratios of integral image (2-D) and integral volume
(3-D), respectively. In Fig. 6, computational saving is drastically increasing for 3-D data compared to 2-D case. The saving
ratios of our proposed focus measure monotonically increases
and is proportional to the size of neighborhood information. It
is an important fact that there is no requirement for additional
memory to compute focus measure in integral space compared
against traditional summation strategy.
The use of integral space allows focus measure computation in constant time. For better realization, we analyze
the computational efficiency of our proposed scheme against
existing methods for varying neighborhood support size. The
computational analysis of various methods is presented in
Fig. 7 using two inputs sequences, i.e., real cone and slanted
plane. To avoid redundant information we do not include
similar study for the rest of data sets which exhibit a similar
trend as well. For the trials under-reference, window size to
integrate neighborhood support is increased at equal intervals
from 3 to 25 pixels in each dimension. For better visualization, we present our analysis into two columns format. This
representation is carried out by dividing various methods into
two groups based on their computation time. Such division
is helpful to prominently show the trend of computational
complexities of individual schemes.
In Fig. 7, it is clearly observed that FMGLV is the most
expensive focus measure amongst all SFF schemes, whereas
FMS requires the least resources and renders a steady behavior
with an increase in the number of adjacent pixels. Furthermore,
3-D-FMS is the second most economical focus measure with
negligible variations in its computational time for expanding
size of neighboring windows. Clearly, remaining focus measures can be roughly divided into two clusters based on their
computational complexity: 1) for 2-D case FMSML , FMT and
FMM2 approximately consume similar, but dwindling, amount
of computational time, and 2) for 3-D case, 3-D-FMSML and
3-D-FMT require almost similar amount of computation. For
different neighboring windows, the complexities of proposed
focus measures stay constant whereas an exponential increase
in computation is observed for other schemes. Undoubtedly,
3-D focus measures require considerably higher computational
resources compared to their 2-D counterparts.
V. Conclusion
In this letter, we introduced a new method for SFF based on
steerable filters. We applied steerable filters at different orientations to the sequences of images with varying texture properties. For each pixel location 2-D neighborhood sum of MAX-

pooled amplitude response, generated through convolution of
oriented steerable filters with the image frame, is exploited
to locate focused image points for shape reconstruction. In
performance analyses, our proposed method outperforms well
documented depth estimation techniques and shows reliable
and robust behavior in the presence of superfluous shadows,
and differing illumination conditions.
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